SOs Received for Abandoned Material Collection (AMC) & Completed for Bulky Item Removal (BIR) FY16 and FY17 (Jul-Dec 2016); Monday - Friday ONLY; Source: 311 for AMC, Recology for BIR

The Northeast section consists of the Chinatown, Nob Hill, Downtown/Civic Center, and SoMa neighborhoods.
Map 50s Received for Abandoned Material Collection (AMC)
FY16 and FY17 (Jul-Dec 2016); Monday - Friday ONLY; Source: 311 for AMC
Map SOs Completed for Bulky Item Removal (BIR)
FY16 and FY17 (Jul-Dec 2016); Monday - Friday ONLY; Source: Recology for BIR
Hourly Analysis of Abandoned Material Collection (AMC Data ONLY)

Hourly Volume & Distribution of Total SOs Received
FY16 (Jul-Jun) & FY17 (Jul-Mar). Source: 311